ABT. 490]           SURFACE INTEGRAL OF  INDUCTION.
259
To find the surface integral of the magnetic induction we remove a thin layer of matter all over the surface 8 or, at least, over that part of S which lies within the magnetic body. We shall now apply Gauss' theorem to the repelling matter situated within the internal boundary of this empty shell, i.e. within the surface 8.
Since each magnetic molecule has two equal and opposite poles, and no magnet lies partly within and partly without the empty shell, the algebraic sum of the magnetic matter within the surface S is zero. For the sake of generality, let us suppose that there may be other repelling particles (besides the magnetism) situated within S. Let M be their total mass.
Let H be the magnetic force, B the magnetic induction and / the intensity of magnetisation at any point P of 8. Let 6, Qf and i be the angles their directions respectively make with the outward normal at P. Then
fl + iTr/cosi ............... (1).
Applying Gauss' theorem to the surface S, we have
........... ,(2),
(3).
489. Another proof. We may also arrive at these results very easily, if we first replace the magnetism by Poisson's solid and superficial distributions. Let / be the density of the solid distribution, I cos i the surface density. If the surface 8 lie wholly within the magnetic body, the superficial distribution on the body will be outside S. We then have by Gauss' theorem
4*r(H+Sp'dv)=:$HcOBOdS .............................. (a).
Since Poisson's rule applies also to any portion of a magnetic body (Art. 340) we have also                                 |p'dv + jlcosid5^=0 ................................. (jS),
where the surface integral extends over the surface 8.   Eliminating />' we have
4TM={(Hcos0 + 4w!c<m)d:S ........................... (3).
If the surface S intersect the boundary of the magnetic body, we suppose 1=0 at all points of 8 which are outside the body.
We must also include on the left-hand side of (a) that portion of the superficial density on the body which lies within S ; let this portion be called /. At the same time we must add J to the left-hand side of (/?), since Jlcos idS only extends over that portion of the surface S which lies within the body. When therefore we eliminate jp'dv, the quantity J also disappears and we again arrive at (3).
490. If there is no repelling matter besides the magnetism, M=0. We then find that the surface integral of the magnetic induction across any closed surface S is zero.
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